
WRITING CREATIVELY EXERCISES

Here's our list of 10 creative writing exercises for beginners and aspiring writers. You can start writing right now with
these minute writing exercises.

Like summarizing, this exercise will help you express yourself clearly and be understood better. Do you have
another exercise to share with us? Use this exercise to practice your compound sentences, and try some
comparisons or metaphors when you compare two different things based on a shared characteristic. Give
thanks. Now, write a story using as many of the words on the list as you can. Magazine Puzzle Cut out
interesting words, phrases, and images from a magazine. Hopefully the result will be iridescent! Open it up to
page 7. Writing things down activates a different part of your brain, helping you remember vocabulary words
even better. No analyzing, no self-deprecation, no pity party, no hero worship allowed. Now try to condense
that page into a single searing sentence. Part of the fun of learning how to practice writing fiction is letting
your imagination take over â€” without any heckling from your inner editor. Step 3: Start typing, let the words
flow into your eyes, fill your mind, and watch as they come out onto the page as if you are writing them.
Switch Persona Write a mini-story in the first person. Where are you? What do you see, hear, smell, taste,
feel? It can be anything from washing the dishes to selling stocks. Many authors limit themselves to using one
or two types of POV in all their stories. What changes does it require? You can also improve your reading
comprehension with this summarization method. How bad is your first line? Stuck for inspiration? Here are
ten of the best creative writing exercises to inspire you to start and finish that book. Step 3: Take some time to
immerse yourself in this new POV. Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download free character
development worksheets! Have a character dine at a blind restaurant, a restaurant in pitch blackness where all
the servers are blind, and describe for a full paragraph how the tablecloth, their clothing, and the hand of their
dining partner feels different in the darkness. Take on the persona of someone with a different gender,
different nationality, and different age.


